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ABSTRACT

In this paper the average energy and the magnetic moment conservation laws in the
Drift Theory of charged particle motion are obtained in a simple way. The approach
starts from the energy and magnetic moment conservation laws and afterwards the
average is performed. This scheme is more economic from the standpoint of time and
algebraic calculations than the usual procedure of Bogolyubov's Method.

INTRODUCTION
There is nowadays a great interest in developing the Drift Theory to higher ap-

proximation order through different methods 1~i. though the development of the Drift
Theory to higher order involves laborious algebraic calculations. In view of that, the
algebraic simplification methods is important particularly those based on a suitable
choke of variables.

The need to find a starting new variables set which permited to simplify the
algebraic labour has not been presented before due to that first order Drift Theory
involved lenghty calculations -is not a problem- but to higher order.

Our strategy to find suitable variable set consisted in to note that the starting
variables of Bogolyubov's Method (r , tig, t/j., 0). where r is the position vector radius
of the particle, tty and v± are the parallel and perpendicular velocities respectively and
0 is the rapidly rotation phase about the magnetic field, permited to find the drift
equations ( J , ^£, ^ ) . where E is the energy and M the magnetic moment. Then it
arises the question if it is possible to obtain the drift equations starting from the new
variables set (r, E,M,9) that they simplify the tedious algebra and besides it permits
to calculate in a simple and staightforward way the drift equations. The comparision
between the labour done with these new variables and the older ones shows that the
calculations with new variables were as far less laborious than older ones but final
results are identical.
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DERIVATION OF DRIFT EQUATIONS IN A NEW APPROACH
The first order drift equations are obtained in a new approach not taking into accout

relativistic effects. This approach makes possible the obtaintion of drift equations in
straightforward and simple way by using the new variables set (r, E, Af, 0). Then we
start from:

dr „ • / , « .
— = vt + v2 cos 9 + v3 sin 9 = frat

-n- = Ei + E2COB8 + Etsm8 = fE (1)

-JT = Mi +MicosO + Miamd + Mico826 + MtBm29 = fMat

-JT = w + C i + C s c o B l - C ^ s i n f f + CB cos 2 0 - C 4 sin 20 = <«/ + /* ,

where w is the cyclotron frequency and v V E's, M's and C's are given in Appendix I.
The solution of system (1) is found in a power series through a small parameter

e which is the ratio between the Larmor radius and the characteristic lenght of the
inhomegeneity of magnetic field:

6 ,< ,a ) + --- (2)

$ = <*+€<&(&,*,<*) + ••• (3)

where Xk{t,E,M) and the variables & and a satisfy the equations4:

(5)

The aim of this paper consists in determining the unknown functions gnt qif flo,
and so to find the drift equations:

g =<Por

(6)

The expressions for the unknown functions are obtained substituting equations
(2-5) into (1) and equating the expressions of the same order:



tie =±

P • «i) = Ex

The system (6) can be simpHfied with the following change of variables:

therefore

f =mP

in these formulas the apostrophe has been omitted for reasons of clearness.



CONCLUSIONS
It is shown that it exists an alternative way to obtain the drift equations by choosing

a new variables set. this way is simpler than usual one besides it has two advantages:
i) it reduces the algebraic calculations ii) it permits to obtain in straightforward and
simpler way the energy and magnetic conservation laws.

APPENDIX I

E2 = 2mMB(Ve2)
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